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Lately, research on computational models of emotion had been getting much attention

due to their potential for understanding the mechanisms of emotions and their promising

broad range of applications that potentially bridge the gap between human and machine

interactions. We propose a new method for emotion classification that relies on features

extracted from those active brain areas that are most likely related to emotions. To

this end, we carry out the selection of spatially compact regions of interest that are

computed using the brain neural activity reconstructed from Electroencephalography

data. Throughout this study, we consider three representative feature extraction methods

widely applied to emotion detection tasks, including Power spectral density, Wavelet, and

Hjorth parameters. Further feature selection is carried out using principal component

analysis. For validation purpose, these features are used to feed a support vector

machine classifier that is trained under the leave-one-out cross-validation strategy.

Obtained results on real affective data show that incorporation of the proposed training

method in combination with the enhanced spatial resolution provided by the source

estimation allows improving the performed accuracy of discrimination in most of the

considered emotions, namely: dominance, valence, and liking.

Keywords: emotion classification, electroencephalograph, brain mapping, LORETA, MSP, region of interest

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of reliable systems and devices, which can recognize, interpret, and process human
emotions, still poses a challenging task. As long as the latent factors that generate emotions
are unobservable, the main problem is how to rely on visible manifestations of emotions to
reproduce and verify them. There are several objective measures, proposed for estimating unseen
psychological activity, that are often related to expressive movements (facial expressions, gestures,
movements of limbs, vocal emission, etc.), where facial expression analysis is one of the most
frequently addressed themes (Marrero-Fernandez et al., 2014). Although these models can be more
manageable to implement, human beings considerably vary in the manner which they manifest
motivational states through movement patterns (Wentzel and Wigfield, 2009). Moreover, humans
convey emotional information both intentionally and non-intentionally, producing consciously
regulating or naturally suppressing emotional expressions. Therefore, derived motivational
movement patterns may be too short for the goal of emotion recognition (Virvou et al., 2015).
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As an option to expressive movements is the use of
physiological components generated by the autonomic nervous
system, such as electrocardiogram (Agrafioti et al., 2012), skin
conductance (Muthu Meena et al., 2015), respiration and blood
pressure (Dan-Glauser and Gross, 2015) to improve the accuracy
and robustness of emotion recognition systems. In comparison
with methods based on expressive movements, the responses
of peripheral physiological signals tend to provide more
detailed and complex information as an indicator for estimating
emotional states (Wang et al., 2014). However, neuroscience has
provided strong evidence that several cortical and subcortical
regions (e.g., insula, prefrontal regions, thalamus, amygdala,
hippocampus, basal ganglia) are implicated in emotional
perception and regulation (Kober et al., 2008). Consequently, a
growing number of studies have been enabled recently to engage
and thus measure emotional functions using neuroimaging
paradigms mostly through brain signals captured from the
central nervous system such as electroencephalogram (EEG)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Nonetheless,
the first technique is more desired in emotion recognition
systems due to its non-invasiveness, cost effectiveness, and simple
acquisition (Robinson and Robinson, 2009). Another aspect of
consideration is the brain activity nature of emotional functions,
which are partially localized in both space (some cortical and
subcortical regions) and frequency (mostly upon the neural
oscillation bands). Although EEG suffers from its poor spatial
resolution and raised susceptibility to noise, this biosignal is a
plausible approach in emotion recognition due to its provided
high temporal resolution to investigate the brain dynamics (Liu
et al., 2014).

Most of the research studies devoted to feature extraction
put emphasis on the spectral power of theta, alpha, beta,
and gamma bands (Jirayucharoensak et al., 2014). Due to the
nonstationary behavior of EEG signals, the features, which aim
at discrimination of time-series, are also extracted, including
time-varying (Alvarez-Meza et al., 2015), time-frequency (Sirca
et al., 2015), and nonlinear analysis methods (Liu and Sourina,
2013; Ahammed, 2015). Nevertheless, some issues remain open
in characterizing EEG data for emotional recognition. Moreover,
interpretation of extracted features from EEG sensor level is
not straightforward due to a couple of basic reasons: the
low spatial resolution provided by EEG recordings and the
influence of field spread that severely corrupt data, i.e., neural
activity travels from cortical to scalp surface through several
head tissues (Schoffelen and Gross, 2009). To overcome this
concern, some methods are focused on characterizing the
connectivity networks of brain sources reconstructed from scalp
EEG signals (Brookes et al., 2014), where usually, a realistic
model of the brain cortex serves as the source space. However,
some methodological aspects remain still open. Particularly,
mapping solutions with a simplistic spatial structure are
assumed to be favored regarding neurophysiological plausibility.
Nonetheless, the simplest approaches are the minimum norm
estimate that minimizes the overall power of the sources
and Low-Resolution Tomography (LORETA) that explicitly
enforces spatial smoothness of the sources, making either
approach to producing poor spatial accuracy. Furthermore, it

has also been argued that only a small fraction of the brain
should be consistently activated in event-related experimental
designs (Castaño-Candamil et al., 2015).

Consequently, the used mapping algorithm must provide an
accurate location of those brain areas that are most related
to the studied task (or Regions-of-interest – ROIs). Therefore,
the ROIs identification can be performed relying on some
prior knowledge about their association with the underlying
research task. In other words, the evidence provided previously
by other functional imaging studies is accepted as discussed
in Schoffelen and Gross (2009). Additionally, some ROI selection
methods have been proposed mainly based on anatomical
constraints (Nordhjem et al., 2016), fostering brain areas with
similar temporal responses (Edelman et al., 2016), or as part of
a feature extraction procedure under a supervised classification
framework, i.e., regarding the classification accuracy as proposed
in Illán et al. (2011). Nevertheless, the widely allowed strategy
is the determination of those reconstructed brain areas with
a potent activity during the experimental task (Robinson and
Robinson, 2009), even though determination of the best strategy
of ROI selection for each task under consideration remains an
open issue. Finally, once the ROIs are suitably selected, the
feature extraction procedure is carried out over their time series,
improving the low spatial resolution of raw EEG data, and
avoiding the field spread effect (Toppi et al., 2016).

Although many features may be extracted from both the raw
EEG data or the ROI time courses, their main restriction is how to
extract discriminative features as much as possible since several
features may not contain relevant information introducing
redundancy (Verleysen and François, 2005). Consequently,
extracted feature set may decrease classification accuracy.
Therefore, an emerging challenge for emotion discrimination is
how to tackle the problem of large training feature spaces. To
this end, relevance analysis algorithms are used, by instance, the
one developed in Alvarez-Meza et al. (2015) that is built on the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the feature covariance matrix. In
this case, the relevance measure is assumed to point out to the
best input attributes that exhibit higher overall correlations to the
estimated principal components. For validation experiments of
effective emotion discrimination, SVMs are a powerful machine
learning approach that has been successfully applied to solving
problems with complex multi-class features, overcoming some of
the drawbacks relating to over-fitting (López et al., 2011).

Under the aforementioned considerations, we present a new
method for discrimination of emotions that is founded upon the
extraction of relevant ROI time series from EEG data, yielding
an improved accurate location of the brain areas related to
emotion states. In order to map accurately the scalp recordings
to the source space, we solve the ill-posed EEG inverse problem
by employing the Multiple Sparse Priors Algorithm (MSP) as
to encourage sparse and focal solutions (Friston et al., 2008).
Further, the data-driven selection of the regions of interest is
accomplished alongwith their respective time courses estimation,
holding two main aspects: (i) An adequate selection of the
brain areas should allow characterizing the brain activity directly
related to the specifically studied task, and (ii) Quality of the
estimated time courses biases the goodness of estimated features.
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Obtained results on real affective data show that incorporation
of the proposed training method in combination with enhanced
spatial resolution allows improving the performed accuracy of
discrimination in most of the considered emotions, namely:
Arousal, dominance, valence, and liking.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes materials and methods, the experimental setup is
explained in detail in Section 3, this is followed by the discussion
and concluding remarks in Section 4.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Brain Source Activity with Spatially
Localized Solutions
In order to assess the needed connectivity analysis between
distant brain regions, all measured EEG signals must be evaluated
upon the source space, i.e., the scalp neural field recordings
should be projected into brain volume that we carry out within
the inverse problem framework. To this end, the measured
EEG data are expressed through a multivariate linear model
that incorporates a distributed source representation with fixed
positions and orientations as below:

X = MJ + ǫ (1)

where X∈R
C×T is the EEG data comprising C channels and T

time samples, J∈R
D×T is the amplitude of D current dipoles

distributed through the cortical surface with fixed orientation
perpendicular to it, and M∈R

C×D (termed lead field matrix) is
the gain matrix that holds all available relationships between
sources and EEG data influenced by a zero mean Gaussian noise
ǫ∈R

C×T with covariance cov{ǫ}=Qǫ∈R
C×C.

Since we assume J to be a zero mean Gaussian process that
has prior covariance cov{J}=QJ , with QJ∈R

D×D, then, the brain
activity estimation, Ĵ, is carried out by solving the following
optimization problem (Grech et al., 2008):

Ĵ = argmin
J

{
||X −MJ||2Qǫ

+ λ||J||QJ

}
, (2)

where λ∈R
+ is the regularization parameter and notation

‖5‖1=
√
tr{5⊤1−15} stands for the Mahalanobis distance.

Consequently, the first term relates to the quadratic error
function while the second one introduces additional information
for solving a given ill-posed task, usually, in a form of constraints
that are imposed upon the source activity.

The inverse-problem optimization above-stated yields the
following estimate:

Ĵ = QJM
⊤(Qǫ +MQJM

⊤)−1X

This estimation demands some prior knowledge about the
modeled sensor noise covariance Qǫ and source covariance
QJ . To supply this information about the former matrix, we
set Qǫ=exp(λǫ)IC, where IC∈R

C×C is the appropriately sized
identity matrix that is scaled by a hyper-parameter, modulating
the sensor noise variance λǫ∈R

+ (Phillips et al., 2002). In turn,

the prior covariancematrix can be built as a sum over an assumed
set that holds P spatial areas {Qp} so that each one relates to
a single potentially activated cortex area, whose contribution to
the mapped neural activity is expressed by the respective adding
hyper-parameter, λp∈R

+ (termed weight), as follows:

QJ =
∑

p∈P

exp(λp)Qp. (3)

The above prior covariance matrix gives rise to the possibility
for implementing sparse-based approaches, in particular, the
Multiple Sparse Priors (MSP).

In practice, the joint optimization of real-valued hyper-
parameter sets {λǫ, λp} can be accomplished by employing any
standard variational scheme such as Expectation Maximization
along with the greedy search algorithm (Belardinelli et al.,
2012). Besides, the covariance components are also constructed
so that each one regards a single locally smooth, focal patch
of the cortex. That is, Qp=qpqp

⊤, where {qp∈R
D×1} is the

set of non-overlapping patches that must cover the entire
cortical surface. As suggested in Friston et al. (2008), the
brain patch set are the columns of a Green’s function matrix
QG=exp(σGM), with QG∈R

D×D, where GM∈R
D×D is the graph

Laplacian that comprises inter-dipole connectivity information
about all neighboring dipoles. Here, the constant σ∈R

+ rules
the smoothness of current distribution or spatial extent of the
activated areas. As a rule, the graph Laplacian GM is calculated
using an available head model through the adjacency matrix that
incorporates all needed cortical information.

Moreover, a simpler approach, termed LORETA, can be
directly formed by using the Green’s function as the source prior
covariance matrix, that it, by adjusting (Harrison et al., 2007)

QJ = QG (4)

As a result, considering jd∈R
T×1 as the time course of

the d−th dipole, where d=1, . . . ,D, the brain activity energy
ē∈R

D×1 is reconstructed as follows:

ēd = E
{
jd ◦ jd : ∀t ∈ T

}

where notations ◦ andE {·} stand for the Hadamard product and
expectation operator, respectively.

2.2. Selection of Spatially Compact
Regions of Interest
After computing the energy of brain activity, we focus on
developing a data-driven approach to select the spatial ROI
location accurately as to obtain the label vector ι∈[ιd ∈ N

NROI ]
(with ι∈N

D×1) that better encodes themembership of each dipole
to the set holding NROI ROIs, being ιd the assigned label to the
d–th dipole. For this purpose, we rely on the focal, powerful
brain activity as an effective indicator of each region of interest,
which we assume solely compact and without any space partition.
Therefore, we take advantage of the already calculated brain
activity reconstruction power ē and the neighboring information
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available in the Green’s function QG to the select each ROI set
element.

Concretely, all estimated brain activity energy is thoroughly
scanned over the brain surface, i.e., {ēd : ∀d∈d}, with the
aim to detect the set of most powerful dipoles and their
respective neighborhoods to avoid biasing the ROI estimates.
This procedure is as follows: Firstly, we remove all power
peaks that are below 10% of the amplitude activity with the
maximum power. Consequently, those dipoles will not be labeled
as members of any ROI. Then, we assume the first ROI as the
neighboring spatial region that is enclosed within a prior fixed
radius, ρ∈R

+, and centered at the dipole location that measures
the most powerful neural activity. Likewise, the second ROI is
further selected that we center at the dipole with next highest
power, leaving out those dipoles that have been already labeled.
This selection procedure is repeated until the whole set of most
powerful dipoles is labeled, assuring that each one belongs to a
single ROI. Note that the amount NROI is fixed automatically.

At this step, one label has been assigned to each dipole
exceeding the prefixed threshold. Nevertheless, the ROI time
courses estimation need to be addressed, as their quality
determines the ROI-based feature selection and hence the
extraction benefits. To this end, we average the estimated brain
activity over the time courses, jd, that belong to the same ROI. So,
the average over time courses is computed as:

yr = E
{
jdδ(ιd − r) : ∀d = 1, . . . ,D

}
,

where δ() is the delta function. Thus, the matrix Y∈R
NROI×T is

built where each r−th row holds the corresponding ROI time
series yr, ∀r∈NROI .

2.3. ROI-Based Feature Extraction
Throughout this study, we consider three representative feature
extraction methods that have been widely applied to emotion
detection tasks (Alvarez-Meza et al., 2015):

2.3.1. Power Spectral Density Parameters
For the available ROI time series y, we estimate the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) noted as s∈R

NB , where NB∈N is the
number of frequency bins that is fixed according to the spectral
band of interest, where the most discriminative information for
MI is concentrated. Provided the EEG sample frequency Fs∈R

+,
the PSD vector s={sf:f=1, . . . ,NB}, with sf∈R andNB=⌊Fs/2⌋, is
estimated by means of the nonparametric Welch’s method that
calculates the widely known Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
of a set of M∈N overlapping segments, which are split from
the preprocessed EEG data vector. Due to the non-stationary
nature of EEG data, the piecewise stationary analysis is carried
out over the set of extracted overlapping segments that are further
windowed by a smooth-time weighting window α∈R

L that lasts
L∈N (L<T), yielding a set of the windowed segments {vm∈R

L
:

m=1, . . . ,M}, where vmi ∈R (i=1, . . . , L) is the i-th element of
vm. Consequently, the following modified periodogram vector
u={uf∈R

+}, u∈R
NB , is computed based on the Discrete Fourier

Transform as follows:

uf =
∑

m∈M

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i∈L

vmi exp (−j2π if )

∣∣∣∣∣

2

.

Therefore, we extract each PSD element as sf=uf /Mν, where the

value ν=E
{
|αi|

2
:∀i∈L

}
.

2.3.2. Wavelet-Based Parameters
ContinuousWavelet Transform (CWT) is a inner-product-based
transformation quantifies similarity between a given equally
sampled time series at time spacing δt∈R and a previously
fixed base function γ (η), termed mother wavelet ruled by
a dimensionless parameter vector η∈R. Namely, each time
element of the CWT vector ς g∈C

T is extracted from the
preprocessed EEG time-series z at scale g∈R by accomplishing
their convolution with the scaled and shifted mother wavelet in
the form:

ς
g
t =

∑

τ∈T

zτγ
∗
(
(τ − t)δt/g

)
, (5)

where (∗) denotes the complex conjugate.
To effectively address the trade-off between time and

frequency resolution in the non-stationary signal analysis,
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) had been developed that
provides multi-resolution and non-redundant representation
by decomposing the considered time-series into some sub-
bands at different scales, yielding more precise time-frequency
information about z. Aiming to extract all suitable time-
frequency information from DWT, the following detail vector
bj∈C at level j is defined

b
j
t =

∑

k∈Z

aj,kψj,k(t), (6)

where aj,k=
∑

t∈T zthj,k(t), with aj,k∈C, hj,k(t)∈C is the impulse
response of a given wavelet filter. Then, provided a wavelet
ψ (·) , the DWT-based decomposition of z is computed as
zt=

∑
j,k∈Z

aj,kψj,k(t).

2.3.3. Hjorth Parameters
For each windowed segment vm, a set of the following three
vector parameters describe EEG signals on the time domain:

Activity, σ 2
v∈R

M
: σ 2

m = var
(
vm

)
(7a)

Mobility, φv∈R
M

: φm =

√
var

(
dvm/dt

)
/var (vm), (7b)

Complexity, ϑv∈R
M

: ϑm = φ′m/φm (7c)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Figure 1 shows the main scheme of the proposed emotion
discrimination using EEG source features. Owing to highlight
the latent patterns in Y, we propose a time-series discrimination
methodology appraising the following stages: (i) EEG source
estimation, (ii) Selection of Regions of interest (ROI), and (iii)
feature extraction and classification.
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FIGURE 1 | Scheme of the proposed methodology for discrimination of emotions using extracted features from EEG source reconstruction. The blocks

marked in dashed lines are the subject of present study.

3.1. Testing EEG Database and
Preprocessing
The pre-processed EEG and subjective data used in the present
study were obtained from the publicly available database for
emotion analysis using physiological signals (DEAP) (Koelstra
et al., 2012). Thirty-two healthy participants (50% females and
50% males in average aging 26.9 years) were recruited and
consented to participate in the study. Thirty-two-channel EEG
data were recorded using a Biosemi Active Two system. Data
were acquired at a sampling rate 512Hz, placing the electrodes on
surface scalp according to the International 10-20 system. Pre-
processing included the following steps: common referencing,
down sampling to 128Hz, high-pass filtering from 4Hz, and eye
blink artifact removal via independent component analysis.

All participants were presented with forty, one-minute long
music videos with varying emotional content. Before every video,
there was a baseline period of five seconds so that each participant
was asked to fixate at across in the middle of screen. Following
the presentation of each video, the participants were provided
enough time to rate the music videos on a discrete 9-point scale
for valence, arousal, dominance, and liking. Valence, arousal, and
dominance dimensions were scored using the self-assessment
manikins (SAM) to gouge user emotional states (Siegert et al.,
2011). For liking (i.e., howmuch did you like the video?), thumbs
up and thumbs down icons were used. Familiarity was rated after
the end of the experiment on a 5-point integer scale (from “never
heard it before” to “listen to it regularly”).

3.2. Brain Activity Mapping
As regards the inverse solution used for validation purpose, two
approaches are performed: the baseline LORETA (see Equation
4) andMSP (see Equation 3) that are implemented using the SPM
software. For the MSP approach, the employed spatial dictionary
comprises 512 basis as to cover the whole cortical surface. Also,
we fix the value for spatial coherence prior as σ=0.6, which
propagates spatial dependences over three or four mesh vertices
that are, on average, about 6mm apart to get a trade-off between
spatial accuracy and local coherence.

Figure 2 shows an example of the reconstructed brain activity
from EEG data using either tested approach of mapping for
the subject N 27. For the sake of a better visual perception,
the top row displays three examples of topographic figures that

are obtained for the trials labeled as #38, #39, and #40. Aiming
to get the physiological interpretation of estimated sources, the
middle topographic also includes the most commonly referred
brain activity areas related to emotions. Next, Figures 2A,D
display the corresponding reconstructed neural activity using
LORETA and MPS, respectively. The former mapping technique
yieldsmore blurred estimation producing wide zones (sometimes
excessively) of cortical activation. In contrast, the MSP mapping
results in more compact regions of estimated activation.

Upon the reconstructed neural activity, the ROI set is
computed as shown in Figures 2B,E that displays the activated
cortical locations over the topographic plots. So, both mappings
discover some powerful common sources like somatosensory
cortex, primary motor cortex, superior temporal gyrus, temporal
lobe in the concrete case. However, the disparity between
reconstructed neural activity brings two sets containing different
activated areas. Thus, MSP finds considerable activity in the
occipital lobe and orbitofrontal cortex, while LORETA detects
in the association cortex. Therefore, the use of either mapping
approach not necessarily leads to a unique ROI set.

Overall, the selected ROI set allows determining the location
of those electrodes influencing the most, from which the features
are to be extracted.

3.3. Feature Extraction from Selected ROI
Sets
For the sake of analysis, the feature set is extracted from three
scenarios of input signal, namely: from the measured EEG
channels, X, the mapped activity J, and the estimated ROI set Y.
So, the following parameters are fixed for each studied feature
extraction method:

(i) PSD-based and feature subsets: For each band of interest (α,
β , γ , and θ), the segment length value L, needed during
calculation of the PSD and Hjort parameters, is adjusted
as L>Fr/Fs, where Fr=4Hz is the smallest considered
frequency. Accordingly, the calculated PSD features are the
two first statistical moments of s computed for all bands.

(ii) WT-based feature subset: A suitable wavelet function must
be used to optimize the classifier performance. We select the
Morlet wavelet for the CWT analysis because its wave shape
and EEG signals are alike and it allows extracting features
better localized in the frequency domain. Thus, we extract
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TEMPORAL

GYRUSAUDITIVE
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ORBITOFRONTAL
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LORETA ROI set

a band calculated by LORETA-based ROI set

MSP

MSP ROI set

a band calculated by MSP-based ROI set
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B
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D
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F

FIGURE 2 | Examples of estimated neural brain activity for N 27, trials labeled as #38, #39, and #40. The activated regions are highlighted. (A) LORETA, (B)

LORETA ROI set, (C) α band calculated by LORETA-based ROI set, (D) MSP, (E) MSP ROI set, (F) α band calculated by MSP-based ROI set.
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the short-time instantaneous CWT amplitudes using a set of
theMorlet wavelets centered as follows: 2Hz (to extract the δ
band), 10Hz (α band), 20Hz (β band) and 50Hz (γ band).

Figures 2C,F shows the trajectories of α band computed for
either case of ROI set (subject N 27). Time series highlighted in
red is the average as one of the features extracted. Table 1 shows
the features extracted from EEG signals.

3.4. Classifier Training and Validation
In this stage, the statistical measures of the short-time
parameters are computed, as described in Section 2, to
extract the input feature space matrix Ξ={ξn:n=1, . . . ,Ntr} with
Ξ∈R

Ntr×NF . Hence, the row vector ξn∈R
NF holds NF=C×F

concatenated features for the n-th trial, being NF∈N the number
of provided features of the tr-th trial for a given channel. Here,
C=32, F=45, and Ntr=40.

Before accomplishing the classification stage, a stochastic
relevance analysis of the extracted feature set Ξ is performed
by means of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Consequently, the
input features are ranked following the yielded relevance vector,
as described in detail in Alvarez-Meza et al. (2015). The main
assumption behind this relevance analysis is that the largest
values of the ranking vector should point out to the better
input attributes since they exhibit higher overall correlations to
the estimated principal components. The variance explained is
adjusted to 90% for mapping the most relevant components.

Additionally, the set of relevant features feeds a soft-margin
support vector machine (SVM) based classifier that is trained
in the following leave-one-out cross-validation methodology:

TABLE 1 | Amplitude estimators used as features extracted from EEG

signals.

Parameter Features # Feat

PSD
max(sα ) E {sα} var(sα )

12
max(sβ ) E

{
sβ

}
var(sβ )

max(sγ ) E
{
sγ

}
var(sγ )

max(sδ ) E {sδ} var(sδ )

Hjort
max(σ2

v ) E

{
σ2
v

}
var(σ2

v )

9max(φv ) E
{
φv

}
var(φv )

max(ϑv ) E {ϑv} var(ϑv )

CWT
max(|ςgα |) E

{
|ςgα |

}
var(|ςgα |)

12
max(|ς

gβ |) E

{
|ς
gβ |

}
var(|ς

gβ |)

max(|ςgγ |) E
{
|ςgγ |

}
var(|ςgγ |)

max(|ςgδ |) E
{
|ςgδ |

}
var(|ςgδ |)

DWT
max(|bjα |) E

{
|bjα |

}
var(|bjα |)

12
max(|bjβ |) E

{
|bjβ |

}
var(|bjβ |)

max(|bjγ |) E

{
|bjγ |

}
var(|bjγ |)

max(|bjδ |) E

{
|bjδ |

}
var(|bjδ |)

Total features 45

# Feat, number of features.

(i) D-1 samples in the database are used to learn the most
relevant features and to train the classifier, while the remaining
sample is used for testing, (ii) repeat the preceding stage until
all samples have been used as testing sample. This procedure
is implemented to solve the four different binary classification
problems: low/high arousal, low/high dominance, low/high
valence and low/high liking. Note that the reason for choosing a
leave-one-sample-out cross-validation scheme is that the number
of samples per subject is not enough for generating significant
training and testing sets, making this strategy the most used in
emotion discrimination for the DEAP database.

With the aim to configure the low and high classes,
the subjective scores are thresholded at the mid-point of
a 9-pointscale, i.e., at 5. Since this procedure results in
unbalanced classes for each subjective rating, the F1-score, along
with classification accuracies, is employed to describe reliably
the results of classifier performance while tackling the class
imbalance, as suggested in Gupta et al. (2016).

Figure 3 shows the accuracy performed by the SVM classifier
for each one of the considered emotions. In terms of feature
extraction, there are three experiment setups of emotion
discrimination: Features extracted directly from the EEG data,
avoiding anymapping activity (noted as EEG), features from ROI
sets computed for LORETA (LOR-ROI) and MSP (MSP-ROI)
reconstruction techniques. For a better illustration, the cardinal
of subjects is rearranged following the obtained accuracy by the
proposed extraction of selected ROI time series (i.e., the MSP-
ROI experiment). All subjects are ranked by accuracy score in
decreasing order.

Figure 3A shows the performed F1 values for liking
discrimination that has been widely reported as the emotion
having the most complex random structure. The use of features
extracted from spatially compact ROI set results in a higher
accuracy achieved by either tested approach of brain activity
mapping. For most of the subjects, the MSP-ROI approach
overcomes LOR-ROI and EEG settings. Although the same
situation holds for the Dominance state, the advantage of MSP-
ROI performance somewhat reduces (see Figure 3B). Further,
in the case of Valence discrimination, MSP-ROI also performs
the best, but the LOR-ROI behaves very close to the plain EEG
(see Figure 3C). Lastly, neither ROI-based strategy seems to
outperform the plain EEG for Arousal emotion (see Figure 3D).

To compare all considered approaches of neural analysis,
we quantify the statistical difference regarding the F1 score
and classifier accuracy ac, validating whether the MSP-ROI
performance over subjects is higher than the one obtained by
other approaches. To this end, a paired sample t-test is carried out
in which the null hypothesis states that there are not significant
differences between MSP-ROI and each compared approach in
terms of the performed population mean values. Otherwise, the
alternative hypothesis states that our populationmean are greater
that the other our population-means calculated over all subjects
are greater that other values.

Table 2 summarizes the achieved performance by each
examined training setup, regarding the maximum and average
values for all subjects.Superscripted stars indicate whether the
population mean of MSP-ROI is greater than the population
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FIGURE 3 | Performed accuracy by the considered experiment setups for all considered emotions. The cardinal of subjects is rearranged following the

obtained accuracy by MSP-ROI, though the original database cardinal is shown. (A) Liking, (B) Dominance, (C) Valence, (D) Arousal.

TABLE 2 | Classification performance (F1 Score and Accuracy).

Liking Dominance Valence Arousal

Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean

EEG(F1) 81.93 56.05 ± 9.6 88.5 52.9 ± 9.1 78.69 54.86 ± 9.3 88.23 57.64 ± 8.8

EEG(Acc) 72.5 51.85 ± 12.6 80.1 51.4 ± 12.1 77.59 55.76 ± 9.3 80.23 53.74 ± 8.8

LOR-ROI (F1) 78.5 56.8 ± 8.1 76.3 53.2 ± 9.1 74.3 54.9 ± 10.6 81.2 53.8 ± 10.2

LOR-ROI(Acc) 73.1 54.5 ± 10.1 71.2 51.9 ± 11.2 72.9 53.2 ± 8.4 73.41 56.6 ± 10.1

MSP-ROI (F1) 96.2 (62.5 ± 9.7)⋄** 86.4 (59.4 ± 9.6)⋄** 75.4 (60.8 ± 10.1)⋄⋄** 85.6 (60.3 ± 8.5)⋄**

MSP-ROI (Acc) 92.7 (57.3 ± 13.9)⋄⋄** 75.3 (58.3 ± 9.3)⋄⋄ 72.1 (58.6 ± 10.6)* 77.6 (52.8 ± 11.6)⋄*

mean of EEG (taking into account accuracy and F1-score
separately ∗∗ = p < 0.01, ∗ = p < 0.05). Subscripted diamonds
indicate whether the population mean of MSP-ROI is greater
than the population mean of LOR-ROI (taking into account
accuracy and F1-score separately ⋄⋄ = p < 0.01, ⋄ = p < 0.05).
From the obtained results for either performance measure (F1
score and accuracy), it can be noted that the use of MSP mapping
allows increasing the system accuracy so that it even outperforms
LORETA in either case of setting regardless the discriminating
emotion. Therefore, the incorporation of features, extracted from
spatially compact Regions of Interest, enables to enhance further
the performed accuracy of emotion discrimination.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

We propose a method for supporting discrimination of emotions
that employs features extracted from spatially compact regions

of interest. To this end, we aim to compute the characterizing
ROI set upon the reconstructed brain neural activity, using EEG
recordings.

However, during training and validation of the proposed
discrimination method, the following factors are to be
considered:

– The first aspect to reflect is the influence of intrinsic
uncertainty provided by the acquired EEG data. As seen
in Figure 4A that shows the entropy asmeasure of uncertainty,
the utmost disparity between subjects is as much as ten times.
In fact, some of the outlier recordings (v.g. #27, #8, and
#23) are quite noisy. However, there is another source of
great incertitude that is related to the labeling procedure used
during construction of databases for affect representation and
recognition. Thus, Figure 4B displays the ranked values of
entropy for the DEAP label set. As already discussed in Verma
and Tiwary (2016), the large value of standard deviation for
each emotion points out on their labeling difficulty.
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– The following aspect concerns the technique that we apply
for imaging EEG activity. The first tested method of
neural mapping is LORETA that has the characteristic that
localization is preserved with a certain amount of dispersion,
i.e., it has a relatively low spatial resolution (Pascual-Marqui
et al., 1994). Consequently, the reconstructed brain activity is
more blurred, producing wide zones (sometimes excessively)
of cortical activation. In contrast, the use of sparse-
based approaches (like MSP) notably improves identification
of the source signals from noisy electroencephalographic
measurements (Becker et al., 2015). As a result, MSP allows
performing brain source imaging so that we obtain more
compact regions of activation. Furthermore, due to the low
spatial resolution, Loreta algorithm frequently infers false
regions of activation, where powerful common sources should

not be present. Therefore, although LORETA has been widely
used in the last years to localize electrical generators of scalp
EEG data, its confidence of estimated areas of activation may
be not enough.

– Generally speaking, a challenging issue relating to the emotion
detection is how to identify ROI sets precisely at very
short temporal scales; this dilemma remains common for
all cognitive tasks (Hassan et al., 2015). Similar studies
have selected the ROIS set by identifying particular gyral
landmarks on subject specific cortex models (Mattia et al.,
2006). However, we rather employ a data-driven approach
that focuses on accurately encoding the membership of each
dipole to the estimated areas with salient cortical activation
(identified as the Region-of-Interest set) so that every single
ROI is assumed solely compact and without any space

FIGURE 4 | Uncertainty estimated for the DEAP database. (A) Measued EEG data, (B) Labeling procedure.

TABLE 3 | Performance comparison reported in the literature based on EEG features.

Features Classifier Valence Arousal Dominance Liking References

F1 ac F1 ac F1 ac F1 ac

PSD, AI NB 56 57 58 62 – – 50 55 Koelstra et al., 2012+

PSD SVM 50 50 60 62 – – – – Soleymani et al., 2012

PSD, AI SVM 49 61 56 57 52 53 54 64 Daimi and Saha,

2014+

DT-CWT SVM 55 65 57 67 55 69 50 71 Daimi and Saha,

2014+

PSD SVM 59 60 60 60 58 58 59 60 Gupta et al., 2016+

PSD,HJORT

CWT,DWT SVM 60.8 58.6 60.3 52.8 59.4 58.3 62.5 57.3 Here

Notation stands for non reported results. Works marked with + employ the same dataset used here. PSD, Power spectral density; AI, Asymmetry Index; DT −CWT, Dual Tree Complex

Wavelet Packet Transform; SVM, Support Vectors Machines; NB, Naive Baye’s. Bold means better results.
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partition. Thus, each selected ROI set allows considering the
time series of neural activity, contributing the most to the
emotion states. As a result, the introduced ROI sets enhance
the performed detection accuracy.

– We carry out the binary classification as the only one reported
in the literature for emotion recognition. However, the use
of hard thresholding algorithms for binarizing a label set
leads to losing most of the emotional richness. Moreover,
the scores near the midpoints and extreme values may have
different implications. Therefore, other strategies of labeling
should be considered to better capture the richness of emotion
dimensions like the use of regression.

– The next factor of value is the classifier setup. We use SVM
classifier with radial basis kernel that is assumed more robust
to class-imbalance of training emotion data (Daimi and Saha,
2014). For this purpose, we consider three representative
feature extraction methods that have been widely applied to
emotion detection tasks. However, due to the high dimension
of the input feature space, feature selection is carried out
trough PCA before feeding the classifier. As a result, we obtain
a reduced set of features that represent the most the properties
of input training space.

– Lastly, Table 3 summarizes the comparison of emotion
identification systems that had been recently reported in
the literature, regarding two commonly used performance
measures: F1 and accuracy. As seen, although the proposed
approach obtains competitive scores of accuracy for the same
dataset used here, other methods are performing higher values
employing similar features and classifiers. Nonetheless, the
discussed MSP-ROI method reaches the biggest F1 values
for all considered emotion classes. This matter deserves
particular attention because of the imbalanced class of
validated database, making the F1-score more reliable to
quantify the classifier performance in this study (Gupta et al.,
2016). Note that the obtained results agree with those studies

in BCI areas like in Edelman et al. (2015) , where the use of
spatially compact regions of interest have also been applied,
allowing to better identify the network activity of these tasks
in source space.

Therefore, we conclude that incorporation of the proposed
trainingmethod in combination with enhanced spatial resolution
allows improving the performed accuracy of discrimination in
most of the considered emotions, namely: dominance, valence,
and liking.

As future work, the authors intend to refine the recognition
method by investigating a finer and more complex class of
emotions. Besides, the use of more elaborate methods for
extraction of temporal information from the ROI set is to be
strongly considered such as the connectivity analysis. Another,
aspect of improving is the feature selection that should take into
consideration the nonstationary behavior of EEG data.
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